NOTES:
ALL CROSSBARS ARE FULLY ADJUSTABLE ALONG THE LENGTH OF FRAME
*FROM FLOOR LEVEL TO TOP OF CROSSBAR

Installation and application considerations should include health, safety and environmental factors as well as local codes and standards. Physical conditions, installation tolerances, product orientation, evaluation of the roof structure, composition, surface and orientation, ancillary and complementary products and materials. Big Foot Systems recommend that all roofing products are handled and stored according to the manufacturers’ specifications. All system design calculations and system designs are based on the use of Big Foot Systems’ products and materials only.

Terms and conditions available on request.

PROJECT REF: 87658-B9720 & 87659-B9721
UNIT REF: LARGE UNIT SUPPORT
FOOT PRESSURE: N/A
UDL: N/A

OVERALL LENGTH & WIDTH OF FRAME

(2290 [90 in])

(1595 [62 in])

MAX UNIT DIMENSION WITH USE OF CLAMPS

2000 [79 in] MAX

1050 [41 in] MAX

MAX ADJUSTABLE SPACE FOR CROSSBARS

LENTH OF FRAME

2000 [79 in] TYP

(1920 [76 in])

MAX WIDTH OF UNIT 79"

743 [29 in]

558 [22 in]

WIDTH OF FRAME

1200 [47 in] TYP

925 [36 in] TYP

13" - 18" ADJUSTABLE*

MAX DEPTH OF UNIT 41"

LONG STUD VERSION IS AVAILABLE (B9720/1 & B9721/1) ADJUSTABILITY 13" - 26"